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HOW TO GET ONLINE GAMBLING LEGALIZED IN THE USA
For many people the several hors drive to the nearest casino just is not realistic because of their busy lives, in California last week a man was arrested for
locking his kids in the car while he went into a casino to gamble, but he would have been able to sit at home and watch his kids if he could have logged into an
online casino. But the law is reversible. Now is the time when politicians who have been eyeing the ultimate seat of power will start declaring their intention on
running in the next presidential election. This is where the American people have the power. Now is the time to start protesting the Unlawful gambling act.
Thru protest at the candidate’s rallies you will tell them this is an issue that is not going away. The issue of online gambling managed to get the American
people to put the Democrats into power in congress, and now it can do the same for the highest political office in the United States. When ever a presidential
hopeful is appearing in your area you should hold a rally outside where ever it is the candidate will be appearing. Try to locate the entrance and exit they will
use and make sure t have people with signs and chanting slogans. By making Online Gambling a hot issue the candidate will have to address it. If a candidate
can not get votes they will not win so if they think they can win by getting the gambling vote they will take up your cause. Besides protests, I also recommend
Letter writing campaigns: letter writing campaigns are a great tool it allows you to tell your leaders how you feel and gives them a good sense of how strong
the American people feel about the subject. Petitions: petitions are much the same as letter writing except that instead of thousands of letters the receiver of
the petition only gets 1 letter with the names of all the signatures on it. The internet is a great tool for protesting, it allows you to pass your letter or petition to
people not only all over the country but the entire world, and can also help spread useful information about protest marches by being accessible to everyone
with an internet connection There are also several myspace pages dedicated to trying to get the laws changed thru protest. The Angryonlinegambler is one
such page. He not only offers an online petition but also a message board for people to leave messages about gatherings, and rants about how the
government is making the wrong decisions. It is also important to highlight the benefits to legalized online gambling Millions of dollars a year could go to the
American Government from taxing American player’s winnings, and if American land based casinos were allowed to get into the action then the government
could make hundreds of millions for schools, and to further the war on terrorism. Legalized Online Gambling in the USA would create hundreds of thousand
if not millions of much needed new jobs in the customer service industry in the United States and would there for benefit the government.

 


